DEVELOPING AND REPRESENTING THE INTERESTS OF ELECTRO-TECHNICAL WHOLESALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS IN EUROPE
Founded in 1955

17 member associations representing 1,047 member companies, 8,250 outlets and nearly 103,000 employees

EUEW represents the interests of the electrical wholesaling channel for nearly 65 years

Consolidated turnover of the EUEW member association companies is nearly €41.5 billion

MISSION
To develop and represent the interests of electro-technical wholesalers and distributors in Europe.

VISION
To be the voice of the electrical wholesaling national associations in Europe, striving to achieve together peoples’ well-being through electricity.

VALUES
The values of the EUEW are centered on ensuring continuous development and professionalism through open dialogue, permanent support and integrity.
EUEW STRATEGIC PLAN 2019 - 2021

- A comprehensive analysis of regulations for a clear strategic agenda for the EUEW
- A screening of external service providers for stronger capabilities related to statistics, legislation and lobbying
- A system for regular monitoring and reporting that improves quality and precision of statistics, trends and industry & business outlooks
- A platform for communication and knowledge-sharing such as position and opinion papers, conventions, innovation tours, workshops and cooperation
- Strong partnerships & networks with peer organizations and key stakeholders who could support EUEW’s strategic agenda
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ANNUAL BUSINESS CONVENTION

BARCELONA

EUROPE’S LEADING CONVENTION FOR ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE
Grensstraat 7, 1831 Brussels (Diegem)
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www.euew.org